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A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2446 26 Morley Rd . Trevallyn Hare: Tyles

NAIDOC week Run Report
Its NAIDOC week, Elders and Bruvers have travelled far and wide for a celebratory run at
Elder Tyles bush retreat. Some are dressed in traditional colours some have cum dressed in
white mans gear. Kangaroos are hopping around behind Tyles Humpy no shortage of food
here tonight the Bruvers are thinking. Elder Boong calls ON ON what time does this run get
underway, Elder Tyles Shrugs his shoulders on Black Fella time today doesn’t matter. ON ON
is finally called run starts on the corner of Veulalee Ave then head towards the bowling club.
Elder Tyles must have used black charcoal to mark the run today not a sign of trail anywhere.
The only trail we have found is Tight Spots trail from last week. Elder Sheila Sheila pulls out
an ancient bullroarer swings it around but there is no reply from Elder Tyles. Use your bloody
mobile phone says Bruver Loggy . Tyles is finally contacted follow your nose to the ancient
corroboree ground is the reply, Tyles then hangs up The tribe is perplexed where is that??
Bruver Scary says it can only be the Rotunda. Twenty minutes later we are at the sacred site
the only thing of interest there is a local clad in skimpy Sports gear taking a selfie while she is
jogging over the sacred middens left for prosperity by our forefathers. From here it is decided to head home the only run in LH3 history that has been set on traditional indigenous
charcoal without the Hare leaving the ON ON site

ON ON:
Back to Basics NAIDOC Week Hashing The pack is back at the sacred site Tyles has done away with the indigenous
fire pot a pile of burning logs on the ground, has updated to a 44 gallon drum with a smoke stack. A new white
mans barby is proving to be a handful for Elder Tyles how the fu@k do you light these woodless contraptions. The
gas contraption is finally underway and fills Tyles Donga with smoke. Bring back the fire pit throw on a couple of
Kangaroos is the only answer. A couple of ON Downs tonight Tyles the Hare, Delly the fencing expert erected a new
fence at Four Mile Creek only to discover he had nailed over the next door neighbours gate which will no longer
open Groat is his proxy. Bugsy forgetting to but Tight Spots Run report in last weeks Trash. Rainbow has won the six
pack Boags travellers in this weeks raffle.
Next weeks run 32 Rowland Cres Summerhill Hare Fingers

The 2020 Committee The Committee that “ Will make changes ”
GM: Groat JM: Rainbow, Hash Cash: Thumbs, Monk: Delly Trail Master: Hash Pash , Horn: Dip Stick , Lip: Fingers, Scribe: Run
report is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Thumbs

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 17th November 32 Rowland Cres : Fingers

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 19th November 21 Partride Drive Leaa Hare: Bla Bla Bla
Joke of the Week
The genie and the Aboriginal
An Aboriginal was walking along the beach when he found a bottle. He thought that he might be able
to sell it and make some money so he started cleaning it up, rubbing it with his sleeve.
All of a sudden a genie popped out and said, "I will grant you three wishes, but wish carefully."
So the Aboriginal says, "I would love to be white!"
POOF!! He becomes white!
"For my second wish, I would love to be rich."
POOF!! He becomes rich, and is dressed in designer clothes and has a nice car.
"Okay" says the genie, "what is your third wish?"
"Hmm" says the Aboriginal, "this is something I have always wanted. I never want to have to work
again!"
"Okay." says the genie.
POOF!! He is turned into an Aboriginal!

The Garbage man
The Garbage man was on his rounds and noticed that one house hadn't put their bin out. Normally, a
bloke would just drive straight past, on to the next house, but old mate was in a good mood, he got laid
last night. So he got out of the truck and knocked on the front door. An Aboriginal man answered the
door and the Garbo asked "Hey mate, where's your bin?"
"Oh, I've bin up north." said the resident.
"Nah mate, where's your wheelie bin?" he goes.
"Ahh, I wheelie bin in jail, but I tell everyone I bin up north."

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
That’s last
weeks trail

Did you set a run
today Elder
Tyles

